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Instructions :

(1) Fill up strictly the details of signs on your answer book.
   Name of the Examination : B. Sc. (Sem. V)
   Name of the Subject : Health Science (GE - 086)
   Subject Code No. : 3 1 9 6
   Section No. (1, 2, ....) Nil
   Seat No. : 
   Student’s Signature

(2) Figures to the right indicate full marks of the questions.

(3) Draw neat and labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

1 Answer as directed :
   (1) Explain- Zoonosis.
   (2) Describe in brief primary hypertension.
   (3) What is Xerophthalmic ?
   (4) Enlist the various sources of protein.
   (5) Give any two example of vector borne disease.
   (6) Define :
       (a) Infection
       (b) Vector.

2 Write an essay on - Obesity.

OR

2 Answer the following question :
   (1) Describe in brief oral cancer.
   (2) Explain in detail diagnosis of diabetes.
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3 Answer any two of the followings:
   (1) Describe in detail major food- Carbohydrate.
   (2) Write a note on iron.
   (3) Explain in brief Vitamin-B_{12} and Folic acid.

4 Write short notes: (any two)
   (1) Health concept
   (2) Sources of infectious agent
   (3) Epidemiological triad.